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Presidential Influence over Distributional Consequences: Politics of Allocating Subsidies in South Korea, 1990-2005 Kuniaki Nemoto University of California, San Diego [email protected] June 16, 2008 Abstract Focusing on the executive office's role in allocating selective benefits to selected geographical regions, we argue that the president would leverage tools available in budget making in an attempt to achieve stable legislation of her policies, by compensating the opposition and forging a majority. With a panel of all the municipalities in South Korea from 1990 to 2005, we found that the incumbent president's strongholds receive less funding than otherwise when a presidential coalition cannot dominate the legislative body with a majority, and that before the National Assembly elections, municipalities get more funds if they are swing districts.
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How political factors affect the patterns of allocating selective benefits to selected geographical regions has been increasingly drawing scholarly attention. A wide array of theoretical and empirical literature has devoted a considerable effort to the study of this process: Albania (Case 2001); Argentina (Calvo and Murillo 2004); Brazil (Ames 1995); Illinois (Herron and Theodos 2004); Japan (Horiuchi and Saito 2003); Mexico (Bruhn 1996; Molinar Horcasitas and Weldon 1994); Sweden (Dahlberg and Johansson 2002; Johansson 2003); and the US (Balla et al. 2002; Bickers and Stein 1996; Evans 1994; Lee 2003; Levitt and Snyder 1995).



It is not surprising that the existing literature has placed its analytical focus exclusively on the



legislative body, which in general governs the overall lawmaking process, especially in parliamentary regimes. However, the executive office in a presidential regime could also play a very crucial role in the budget making process.



Presidents in Chile, Guatemala, Mexico, Peru, and Uruguay formulate and prepare



annual budgets, while presidents in Brazil and Columbia are allowed to introduce bills that deal with potentially pork-related issues, including distribution of public jobs. Even in the US, where the presidential power over legislation of fiscal policies is much more restricted than other presidential countries, the president can direct fiscal policy to more favorable outcomes by utilizing his veto power to reject appropriation requests from the Congress (Kiewiet and McCubbins 1988). Presidents can also promote their legislative influence by mobilizing public appeals from society; presidents can increase the budget share for their pet policies when they promote the issues in a nationally televised speech (Canes-Wrone 2001). Despite these insights, there have been few theoretical models and empirical analyses on presidential influence over regional distribution patterns in the literature, with a few rare exceptions (Larcinese, Rizzo, and Testa 2006; McCarty 2000). How can the executive office exert its influence over budget making and distribution? Are there any regular patterns? What political factors give impact on those patterns, if any? These are fundamental research questions to be explored in this essay. In developing our theory and testable hypotheses, we employ a realistic assumption for a presidential regime: The president would try to achieve stable legislation of her pet policies. 2 / 40
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achieve this goal, arguably the most important goal during her term, a president would try to overcome legislative obstacles by strategically allocating benefits to certain municipalities.



In line with the existing



literature on distribution, we argue that there should be two ways to do this: First, when the ruling coalition cannot make a majority in the legislative body, the president would utilize the greasing-the-wheel strategy to provide opposing members with some material benefits and buy them off (Alston and Mueller 2006; Evans 1994); and second, the president would utilize the regional-targeting strategy to maximize or maintain the share of her party's seats (Cox and McCubbins 1986; Dixit and Londregan 1996). The second strategy should be particularly useful if the executive and legislative elections are non-concurrent and the president has the exclusive budget formulating power; the president would focus on regional targeting before the legislative elections to improve the reelection prospects of her fellow members. This argument will be tested with the sample from all the local municipalities in South Korea between 1990 and 2005. South Korea is the best suited to this study as the country has the centralized financial structure, and the executive office exclusively holds the power to draft and propose the annual budget to the legislature, which only approves it and has to receive permission from the president in order to make upward revisions. In addition, the country provides good settings for quasi-natural experiments: first, divided government with a single opposition party holding a majority (2003-04), divided government with the opposition fragmented (1990 and 2001-02), and unified government (1991-2000 and 2005) alternated; and second, the presidential and parliamentary elections happen in every five years and every four years, respectively, and this non-concurrent election cycle enables us to analyze different phases in which the president sees her members change in the middle of the term (1990-92, 1994-96, 1999-2000, and 2004). The results are confirmatory to our theoretical predictions. First, when a presidential coalition cannot dominate the legislative body with a majority, the incumbent president's strongholds receive less funding than otherwise.



Second, monetary benefits from Seoul are directed to those areas politically crucial



to the president: before the National Assembly elections, municipalities get more funds if they are swing 3 / 40
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districts. This essay is comprised as the following. The second section will review theoretical arguments on distribution, and how the presidential factor should come in to this process will be presented.



The third



section will delve into the Korean context, shedding the light on which factors should be significant under which occasions.



Theoretical predictions will be presented and tested in the fourth section, followed by the



concluding section, which will discuss the generalizability of the argument and findings and the future work to be done.



I. Presidential Factor in Distributive Game One of the major themes in the study of legislative politics is the executive influence over the budget-making process.



In fact, presidents around the world possess various types of constitutionally



defined legislative powers to influence the formulation of budgets: exclusive rights to propose bills, especially budgets; veto and overriding; partial veto; and executive decree authority (Kiewiet and McCubbins 1988; Shugart and Carey 1992). For example, quite a few presidents in Latin America possess the exclusive right to introduce annual budgets (Mainwaring and Shugart 1997). Beyond these powers, a president may be able to set the agenda and therefore achieve substantial gains in her policy areas through mobilizing the general public (Canes-Wrone 2001).



However, there is little empirical analysis on how the executive office could



affect regional distribution patterns. There is one attempt to formalize a distribution bargaining game based on a president's veto power (McCarty 2000).



The model shows that, in order to direct spending to her regions mainly for electoral



reasons, the president tries to veto budget proposals that would hurt her constituents and therefore can attain more favorable distributive consequences. There is also another study that employs the similar assumption that the president would pursue her reelection, and empirically finds that the states that gave heavy electoral support for the incumbent president tend to receive more fiscal benefits than the others (Larcinese, Rizzo, 4 / 40
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and Testa 2006).1



In a real-world setting, this reelection assumption can be suspect.



Seen from the comparative



perspective, presidents are rarely allowed to be elected for more than two consecutive terms; some are in fact forced to retire in a single term, as in South Korea.



If the president knows he is going to retire soon or later



without further reelection possibilities, it is very difficult to hypothesize that she would try to favor her constituents throughout her term for electoral reasons. Therefore the relationship between the president's regional strongholds and federal outlays (Larcinese, Rizzo, and Testa 2006) can be in actuality more complicated. We thus stand apart from the previous studies on the presidential politics of distribution and start with a more realistic assumption: The president values legislation of her pet policies in her term. Consequently, leveraging various types of constitutional and institutional powers in hand, the president should try to achieve this goal, arguably the most important goal during her term. One of these powers is the subject of this article: the budget-making power to influence distributive outcomes. In achieving her legislative goals, one of the most important issues is how to manage the executive-legislative relationship (Shugart and Carey 1992): It is necessary for the president to forge an agreement with a majority in the legislature to legislate any policy proposals, given that the legislature has the ability to reject bills.2



Thus the president would have to maintain the good and stable relationship with the



legislature, and in line with the existing literature on distribution, we argue that there should be two ways to do this: First, when the ruling coalition cannot make a majority in the legislative body, the president would utilize the greasing-the-wheel strategy to provide opposing members with some material benefits and buy them off (Alston and Mueller 2006; Evans 1994; Pereira and Mueller 2004); and second, the president would utilize the regional-targeting strategy to maximize or maintain the share of her party's seats (Cox and McCubbins 1986; Dixit and Londregan 1996).
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1. Greasing the Wheel We argue that, even if the president has the agenda-setting power, she should have difficulties in legislating policies when her party cannot form a majority in the legislature.



The legislature's ability to reject



the president's proposals leads her to make some concessions to the opposing parties, by providing policy benefits to them (Alston and Mueller 2006; Evans 1994; Pereira and Mueller 2004).



In other words, facing



the opposition majority in the legislature, the president would try to grease the wheel by allocating more money than otherwise to members from the opposition to streamline the legislative process. We would like to insert two theoretical notes here.



The first note is that the role of party



discipline: if partisan competition is inflexible and rigid, then it makes this greasing-the-wheel strategy particularly important in the divided government situation (Coleman 1999). This is because the president will have hard times picking up opposition members into her legislative coalition if opposition party leaders have sufficient electoral and legislative resources (e.g. the powers to give endorsements and assign committee posts) to control their members.



On the other hand, at the low levels of party discipline, it would be



relatively easy for the president to target certain opposition members as in Brazil (Alston and Mueller 2006; Pereira and Mueller 2004). The second note is about the ongoing debate in the existing literature over whether divided government really gives any impact on legislative outcomes.



In fact, there has been no empirical and



theoretical consensus yet in the US context (Binder 1999; Coleman 1999; Kelly 1993; Mayhew 2005; McCubbins 1991). However, we see that this gap between the intuitive theoretical prediction and empirical patterns is partly caused by the definitional problem of what "important" legislations are.



By primarily



focusing on a straightforward, objective measure of distribution of subsidies from the central government to local municipalities, a policy area in which a zero-sum conflict between presidential followers and the opposition force would be expected, we will be able to avoid this definitional problem.
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2. Regional targeting In order to avoid a minority government, the president would also have the incentives to create or maintain a majority in the legislature.



Thus certain regions should be targeted in an attempt to increase or



maintain the seat share of the presidential coalition in the assembly. A risk-averse president would focus distributive benefits on the core voter, according to the loyal voter model (Cox and McCubbins 1986); meanwhile, the swing voter model suggests that marginal districts would be better targets (Dixit and Londregan 1996; Lindbeck and Weibull 1987). Again, there are two theoretical notes here. First, a choice of these two models is based on party discipline.



In high party discipline systems, party leaders will inflict costs on loyal districts while providing



material benefits to swing constituents in marginal districts. However, in low discipline countries, policymakers cannot ignore safe seats, as they are crucial for maintaining their legislative coalitions. Therefore, for example in the US, marginal seats are the least likely to receive favorable levels of parochial goods, while safe seats will receive the highest levels of benefits (McGillivray 1997). Second, how useful this regional-targeting strategy is should depend on the two characteristics of electoral rules.



One is the election timing (i.e. whether or not the elections are concurrent): if the executive



and legislative elections are non-concurrent, the president would see assembly members change in the middle of her term, so before the national assembly elections, the president would try to leverage her budget-making power to improve the reelection prospects of her fellow members and create an assembly favorable to her. The other is how strong the incentives to cultivate a personal vote are (Carey and Shugart 1995): if legislators are elected under multi-member, closed-list proportional representation systems, then the president may have difficulties in helping certain regional candidates with local selective goods, while if legislators are elected under single-member plurality systems or other systems where a personal vote matters more, then the president would be able to help her supporters claim credit for local selective goods.
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In sum, we can now make our theoretical propositions.



P1. Especially under high party discipline regimes, divided government should constrain the president by forcing her to make some compromise with the opposition force and/or to buy off legislative support from part of the opposition. P2. The president would allocate more benefits to targeted districts to create or maintain a majority. Swing voters are targeted in high party discipline systems, while loyal voters are targeted in low party discipline systems.



Regional targeting becomes especially useful, if the elections are



non-concurrent and electoral rules give the incentives to cultivate a personal vote.



II. Korean Context With the two theoretical propositions in mind, we now move on to the Korean presidency and its relevance to the propositions. This section will address the presidential influence over the budget making process and how the president should utilize it in the Korean context.



Divided Government and Party Discipline The first question to be asked is whether the South Korean president can intervene in the legislative process, especially in the budget-making process. Our answer would be positive.



The South Korean



Constitution states that a bill has to be supported by a majority of the National Assembly (Article 53), while the president can initiate bills through the State Council (Article 88 (3)). In other words, the South Korean president can propose any policy, but it is subject to the consent from the National Assembly and thus she would have to create a majority favoring her policy proposals in getting legislation passed.



As to the



president's role in the budget-making process, she actually has the constitutional advantage in strategically maneuvering the patterns of distribution: The South Korean Constitution provides that the president has the 8 / 40
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exclusive power to formulate an annual budget, while the National Assembly can only approve it with a majority (Article 54), as the legislature cannot neither increase the budget nor create any new items submitted without consent from president (Article 57). Thus the institutional conditions for the president to utilize her budget power to promote legislation of her pet policies are set in the South Korean context. Despite these executive powers, divided government (bunjeom jeongbu) in South Korea does bother the president, in that it should bring about a political chaos between different branches engaging in bitter political competition (Jaung 2000; Jaung 2001). This is mainly because of the high level of party discipline in South Korea. The relationship between party leaders and legislators is not equal, as party leaders possess the exclusive power to give endorsements to National Assembly candidates (Hong 2000; Jeon 2005); and the president as a party leader can even distribute a wide variety of public jobs, ranging from minister heads and government council chairs to public corporation executives (Seong 2001). Therefore, like Argentine counterparts, who depend on party patrons for their career paths under a closed-list PR system (Jones et al. 2002), South Korean legislators rather work as loyal agents of party leaders, lack the incentives to specialize in policy areas as professionals, and can only play passive and ineffective roles.



As some supporting evidence,



scholars point to the relatively high share of newcomers to the assembly in every election, the weak committee working, and the limited staff resources (Kang 2003; Kim and Jang 2001; Lee 2002; Lim 2005; O 2004; Park 2000; Park 2003). In this context, partisan competition between the ruling and opposing forces in the legislature becomes highly contentious, especially in distributive policy areas (Park and Kim 1997). Agreements are hard to achieve mainly for the partisan reasons, and legislative gridlock is the norm. The result is the disappointment of the general voter, the decreasing approval ratio, and ultimately the governability crisis (Mo 2002). Thus in occasions, the president with the minority status actually had to step up efforts to gain a majority. For example, when Roh Tae Woo could not secure a majority in the National Assembly, in order to address this legislative problem, Roh merged his party with the two opposition parties to form a united 9 / 40
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majority. Similarly, when the National Assembly elections resulted in minority government in 1992 and 1996, presidents Roh Tae Woo and Kim Young Sam approached independent legislators and succeeded in drawing them to make a majority. When Kim Dae Jung, a newly elected president, saw his coalition with the United Liberal Democrats did not reach a majority threshold in 1998, he also approached some legislators in the opposing Grand National Party and made them switch to the governing coalition, by giving electoral and career favors.3



Regionalism, Electoral System, and Non-Concurrent Electoral Cycles Another question that needs to be addressed is whether the South Korean president can indeed develop regional strategies in allocating selective goods.



Our answer would be yes. Regionalism has been



one of the critical factors in shaping political cleavages in South Korea (Cho 1998; Choi 1993; Moon 2005). Empirical findings on regional allocation of selective goods to date, although limited compared to other countries, are confirmatory to the assumption that the president has regional preferences in allocating monetary benefits (Horiuchi and Lee 2008; Kwon 2005). The actual electoral results vividly show that regionalism is persistent in voting behaviors.



Table 1



shows the vote shares of the two leading presidential candidates in each metropolitan city (teukbyeolshi and kwangyeokshi) and province (do) from the 1987 to the 2002 presidential elections. The table shows that Kim Dae Jung continued to gain overwhelming shares of around 90% in his regions – Gwangju and Jeolla-do –, while his opponents only gained meager shares of less than 5% in the same region.4



On the other hand, the



table shows that conservative candidates (Roh Tae Woo, Kim Young Sam, and Lee Hoi Chang) successfully gained concentrated support in Busan, Daegu, and Gyeongsang-do.



These overall regional patterns did not



disappear in the 2002 election, even though Roh Moo Hyun, the successor of Kim Dae Jung, emphasized the advantage of his Busan origin. The table also shows that Seoul and the surrounding metropolitan areas (Incheon and Gyeonggi-do) are hotly contested areas compared to the other regions. 10 / 40
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[Table 1 should be here] Reflecting these regional voting patterns, the party composition of the National Assembly is also highly skewed in terms of regions. As Table 2 shows, conservative parties led by Roh Tae Woo, Kim Young Sam, and Lee Hoi Chang (DJP, RDP, DLP, NKP, and GNP) are dominant in Busan, Daegu, and Gyeongsang-do, while Kim Dae Jung's parties (PPD, DP, NCNP, and MDP) are concentrated in Gwangju and Jeolla-do.



The table again shows that the balance of representation is relatively fair in Seoul, Incheon,



and Gyeonggi-do, compared to the other regions. [Table 2 should be here] Given the high level of party discipline resulting from the exclusive power of the president (which can be read as a party leader) to satisfy legislators' vote- and office-seeking incentives (i.e. endorsements to National Assembly candidates (Hong 2000; Jeon 2005) and allocation of public jobs (Seong 2001)) as shown above, the Dixit-Londregan regional-targeting strategy would be appropriate in this context (Dixit and Londregan 1996; McGillivray 1997). In targeting districts, the South Korean president may impose costs on the areas where she would expect only the meager level of support (and therefore only the bare possibilities of electing her candidates to the National Assembly) and the more than sufficient level of support (and therefore the near certainties of electing her candidates), because the president would be able to contain the demands from local candidates for parochial goods by wielding the endorsing powers.



Rather, hotly



contested regions would become the target for allocation of pork barrel projects. The two features of South Korea's electoral system drive the incentives to target certain districts: the mixed-member majoritarian system and non-concurrent electoral cycles.



First, the electoral system for the



South Korean National Assembly is a mixed-member majoritarian one, in which around 80% of the legislators are elected on SMDs and therefore tend to cultivate personal votes. Before 2004, voters had one vote for 224 to 253 SMDs, while the remaining seats (46 to 75) were proportionally divided according to the seat shares (1988-92) or the vote shares (1996-2000) of parties in SMDs. 11 / 40
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one for 243 local single-member districts (SMDs) and another for a nation-wide closed-list proportional representation bloc that has 56 seats.



South Korean legislators elected on SMDs, especially those first



elected to the National Assembly, spend substantial time on offering constituency services and developing personal networks in districts (Yoon 2002).



In this context, claiming credit for bringing publicly financed



local projects to districts helps legislators increase their possibilities for reelection. Second, the two different elections have different cycles in South Korea. The presidential elections occur in every five years, and the president has a single term and cannot be reelected. On the other hand, National Assembly members are elected in every four years and can be reelected. The president and the National Assembly are mutually independent: The South Korean Constitution states that the president cannot dissolve the assembly, while the assembly can remove the president only in an exceptionally rare circumstance in which the president violates the constitutional duty (Article 65).5



These provisions mean



that the president sees National Assembly members change in the middle of her term, thus giving the president the incentives to manipulate the distribution pattern before the assembly elections. After the assembly elections, however, the president would lose such incentives, because by the time when the next assembly election will be held, she will have been replaced by a new president.



In sum, the South Korean president is allowed to make any policy proposals, but she needs the consent from the National Assembly to legislate them. At the same time, she enjoys the constitutional advantage in terms of making annual budgets, as the exclusive power to formulate an annual budget is granted to her.



Thus the institutional conditions for the president to utilize her budget power to promote



legislation of her pet policies are put in place in the South Korean context. In addition, regionalism has been persistent in South Korean voters' voting behaviors: ruling and opposing parties always have their own strongholds, while there are contested regions that would have much more swing voters.



Given the



president's powers to satisfy her party members with vote- and office-seeking incentives, the president would 12 / 40
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target swing voters in hotly contested regions, especially before the National Assembly elections, taking advantage of the majoritarian electoral system and the non-concurrent electoral cycles.



Here we reach three



hypotheses to test:



H1. Greasing-the-Wheels Strategy. The South Korean president with a minority in the legislature would have to moderate her regional strategy as she has to make some compromise with the opposition force.



With divided government, the larger number of the opposition's supporters in an area, the larger



amounts of money it will receive than in the time of unified government. H2. Regional-Targeting Strategy. The South Korean president would target certain regions in allocating subsidies, especially before the National Assembly elections. The smaller the incumbent president's vote margin with her best competitor in an area, the larger amounts of money the area should receive.



III. Data Analysis Unit of Analysis and Methods Unit of analysis (i, t) is defined here as a municipality-year: i is city (shi), county (gun), or ward (gu, of metropolitan cities); and the observed period (t) is from 1990 to 2005.6 municipalities.



As of 2005, there are 232



In the sample, 139 municipalities experienced during the period mergers, abolitions and



consolidations, and separations.



Some municipalities disappeared during the period because of mergers or



abolitions, while other municipalities were newly created during the period. Thus the panel is unbalanced in nature. Refer to the Appendix 1 for how units are defined. Hausman tests confirm that the coefficients estimated by the random effects estimator are significantly different from the ones estimated by the consistent fixed effects estimator, suggesting the omitted variable bias exists in unit-specific errors. The data analysis will therefore assume the following fixed-effect time-series cross-section equation: 13 / 40
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Yi,t = αYi,t-1 + βXi,t + γZi,t + δi + ei,t,



where Y is our main dependent variable to be explained below, X is a set of our major independent variables, Z is a set of controls, α, β, and γ are sets of parameters to be estimated, δ is the unit-specific fixed effect, and e is the residual. As testing confirms the presence of autocorrelations (Wooldridge 2002), standard errors will be clustered on each municipality, and a lagged dependent variable is included to control for the autocorrelations (Beck and Katz 1996; Keele and Kelly 2006). Regardless of its convenience in correcting for the presence of autocorrelations, a lagged dependent variable in fixed-effect panel estimation is known for notoriously leading to biased results (i.e. the coefficient of a lagged dependent variable may be biased upwards and a lagged dependent variable can dampen the real effects of independent variables). The bias is decreasing in t, which is 16 at maximum here, so there is a concern about the bias, but we employ a conservative test here: If we could find the significant impact of our main independent variables despite the potential dampening effects of a lagged dependent variable, then our findings would be robust. As an alternative specification, we will also employ fixed-effect estimations correcting for AR(1) disturbances like the following:



Yi,t = βXi,t + γZi,t + δi + ei,t, and ei,t = ρei,t-1 + zi,t,



where the error term (ei,t) is assumed to be autoregressive in the first order. Also note that here we would like to test one specific type of distributed lag models, which would be generally written as:
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Yi,t = ρYi,t-1 + β0Xi,t +β1Xi,t-1 + … + βkXi,1 + γZi,t + δi + ei,t,



However, we limit our specifications to models with a one-year-lagged dependent variable and without lagged independent variables, for theoretical and methodological reasons. First, it is true that political effects may take time, but it is theoretically hard to hypothesize that in formulating the annual budget the annually changing political situations can have lasting effects. Second, methodologically, the independent variables of our primary interest do not change for years as explained below, so lagged independent variables would be not efficient in this case; for the same reason, the Arellano-Bond dynamic model is not appropriate here.



Dependent Variable The main dependent variable to be tested is the logarithm of the total amount of subsidies (CPI-adjusted) per capita each municipality received from Seoul in a given year for both general and special accounts (ilban and teukbyeol hwegye).



The data is from various issues of Jibang Jaejeong Yeongam [Local Finance



Yearbook] published annually by the Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs.



As Figure



1 shows, the amounts weighted with the total population in the municipality have great variations.



In 2005,



the top beneficiary in this distributional game was Jangsu-gun in Cheollabuk-do, which received 6.51 million won per capita, followed by Ulleung-gun, a county made of small islands 270km away from Pohang with only 9,550 residents receiving 6.42 million won per capita. The worst was Seocho-gu in Seoul, where one person received only 43,000 won.



As the distribution is somewhat skewed – a majority of the municipalities



received less than one million won per capita while only a handful gained more than two million won per capita –, the value is logarithmically transformed. We also weight this variable with the CPI index (2005=100), to control for the annual inflation effects.7 [Figure 1 should be here]
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Independent Variables Our main independent variables are (i) the president's vote share; (ii) the vote margin between the presidential election winner and the best loser; (iii) the number of presidential party members elected in a municipality; (iv) a dichotomous dummy for a divided government year; and (v) dichotomous dummies indicating whether a given year precedes or succeeds the National Assembly elections within a presidential term. A fairly straightforward measure, the president's vote share is the share of the incumbent president's votes in a given municipality.



The presidential elections were held in every five years (1987, 1992, 1997, and



2002) so the values reflect the most recent one in a given year and do not change for five years. To allow for consistency in this variable for four different presidents, the relative value is used: the vote share in a municipality minus the nation-wide average.



To calculate the vote margin between the presidential election



winner and the best loser, we first subtracted the best loser's votes from the winner's votes, divided this difference by the total number of votes cast in a municipality, and took its absolute value.



These data come



from the National Election Commission of South Korea (http://www.nec.go.kr/).8 The number of presidential party members elected in a municipality is also straightforward.9



The



data is also from the National Election Commission (http://www.nec.go.kr/), as well as various issues of Kukhwe Kongbo, a daily newsletter that contains information on legislators' new entry to the assembly through by-elections, retirement from the assembly, and termination (mainly due to decease), as well as party switching.10 A dichotomous dummy for divided government takes the value of 1 if the ruling party was in a minority.



Presidential coalitions were in the minority status when they legislated the budget for 1990, 2001,



2002, 2003, and 2004.



Another set of dummies indicates whether a given year precedes or succeeds the



National Assembly elections within a presidential term. The variable "Before NA Election" is coded 1 if the year is 1990-1992, 1994-1996, 1999-2000, or 2004. As our hypotheses state that the presidential factors 16 / 40
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should be conditional upon divided government and the election cycle, the interactions between these dummies and the above independent variables will be also incorporated.



Control Variables A range of controls will be included in the model.



Political controls include: the average of terms



served by National Assembly members elected on a given district; and a dichotomous dummy for whether a legislator elected on a municipality had experienced a party leader11 or a governmental minister before. These variables are to control for the political influence of senior legislators. Some other dichotomous dummies for committee membership will be also included: a dichotomous dummy for whether a legislator belongs to the Special Committee on Budget and Accounts (Yesan Kyeolsan Teukbyeol Uiwonhwe) is added to test the claim that interest groups and legislators intensively lobby members of the committee to increase the budget amounts for their desired policy areas (Park 2003); and another dichotomous dummy for whether a municipality contains a member in pork-related committees (Commerce and Industry, Construction and Transportation, Agriculture). The data is taken from committee minutes recorded during the deliberation period from October 1, when usually the government submits its budget proposal to the assembly, to December 31, the final day for legislating the budget.12 Socio-economic controls include: the dependency ratio (the population aged 14 and under and the population aged 65 and over, divided by the working-age population); the population density (per km2, logged); the average number of family members; the ratio of agricultural land in a municipality; the fiscal capacity (the independent revenue source of a municipality divided by the total revenue); the bond dependency ratio (the local bond ratio to the total revenue); a dummy variable for metropolitan cities (Seoul, Busan, Daegu, Incheon, Gwangju, Daejeon, and Ulsan); and a dummy for the year 1999. The metropolitan dummy is included, as a different formula in calculating subsidies applies to metropolitan cities (Kim 2000).13 The year 1999 is controlled for the fiscal distress caused by the Asian financial crisis. The socioeconomic 17 / 40
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controls are taken from the National Statistical Office website (http://kosis.nso.go.kr/) as well as Si, Kun, Ku Juyo Tonggye Jipyo [Major Statistical Indicators of Municipalities] published by the NSO and various issues of annual yearbooks published by provincial governments.



The fiscal variables are taken from the



aforementioned Jibang Jaejeong Yeongam. We will also control for different presidents by including period dummies: Roh Tae Woo (1990-3), Kim Young Sam (1994-8), Kim Dae Jung (1999-2003), and Roh Moo Hyun (2004-5). Summary statistics is presented in Table 3. [Table 3 should be here]



Results Results are given in Tables 4 and 5. First of all, many of the socio-economic controls showed statistical significance and their signs are reasonable.



The signs for the variables "Density" and "Family



Members" suggest less populated (and therefore more rural) areas tend to receive more funds from the capital, while the positive (but statistically insignificant) sign of the variable "Agricultural Land" is also confirmatory to this. The fiscal situations of a municipality matter in a way that fiscally unhealthy local governments tend to be more dependent upon transfers from the central government.



More debts lead to



less subsidies, implying that two ways to finance expenditures – issuing bonds and receiving subsidies – might be in the trade-off relationship.



The sign for the "Dependency" variable looks slightly puzzling, but this is



due to the natural growth of population in a more actively growing city; although not shown here, decomposing the dependency ratio to two variables (i.e. the ratio of the population aged 14 and under, and the ratio of the population aged 65 and over) suggests that "younger" municipalities tend to get less money, while "aging" municipalities tend to get more money. [Table 4 should be here] [Table 5 should be here] 18 / 40
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Second, none of the political controls did not show statistical significance, suggesting that legislators in the National Assembly play only marginal roles in formulating annual budgets for subsidies.



This is



consistent with the view that South Korean legislators are highly dependent upon the executive office and party leaders in the policymaking process (Kang 2003; Kim and Jang 2001; Lee 2002; Lim 2005; O 2004; Park 2000; Park 2003).



Committees determining fiscal policy and pork-barrel projects rather work as partisan



competition arenas where loyal party agents vie for partisan interests, not for personalistic interests (Park and Kim 1997). Third and most importantly, the presidential factors do significantly matter throughout the models. Controlling for the autocorrelations, unit-specific errors, and socioeconomic variables reasonably and significantly relevant to fiscal allocation, the interactions of our interest all show statistical significance at least the 10% level. Overall, this is supportive to our basic view that in the fiscal allocation game, the president is one of the most important actors to which the existing literature has not paid sufficient attention. Turning to the specific hypotheses raised above, the results look largely confirmatory to both of our Hypotheses 1 and 2. First, the president's vote share, when interacted with a divided government dummy, is statistically significant at the 1% level. This is confirmative with Hypothesis 1: The president has to reduce fiscal benefits to her regions and provide more money to the opposition's strongholds, when her party is in the minority status in the National Assembly. In terms of presidential followers, the result also verifies the hypothesis, with the general trend being that the president has to compensate the opposition parties, when her party is in the minority status in the National Assembly. Second, the results shown in Table 5 confirm the swing voter model, conditional on the timing. The incumbent president's vote margin with the best loser has significantly negative impact on the amount of subsidies only before the National Assembly elections. This suggests that, before the elections, the president indeed takes advantage of the constitutional power to propose the budget and strategically allocate money to those areas that are crucial in generating a majority, while she tends to neglect those areas where her 19 / 40
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party already has strong supporters or only has a meager chance of winning a seat. The insignificance of the variable "Vote Margin" indicates that, after the assembly elections are over, the president now loses these incentives, as she knows she will have resigned by the time when the next assembly elections will be held. Table 5 also shows that the loyal voter model, which is hypothesized to work in low-level party discipline regimes, is not supported in the South Korean context, where party leaders monopolize the power to provide party members with vote- and office-related privileges. Overall, panel estimations are confirmatory to both of our hypotheses.



Specifically, we have found



that, when the president is in the divided government situation, she needs to care about the opposition, by cutting monetary benefits to her supporters – both voters and legislators.



In an attempt to maximize the



seat share of her party in the legislature, the president has the incentive to strategically allocate money to swing areas before the National Assembly elections.



IV. Conclusion We started this essay with discussing the presidential factor in distribution. We pointed out that this relative ignorance about the president may be partly because of the literature's focus on the US case. However, there is a reason to believe that the executive can be an influential figure in this politics: The president needs to achieve stable legislative outputs and tries to do this by using strategic allocation of monetary benefits. There are two strategies available to the president: the greasing-the-wheel strategy can be used to compensate the opposition in the times of minority governments; and the regional-targeting strategy can be effective in maintaining or maximizing the seat share in the legislature, especially when the presidential and assembly elections are non-concurrent. These two strategies would become attractive if the president has various types of political powers to intervene in the budget making process. This theoretical implication is tested with the South Korean context. In South Korea, people oftentimes complain about the nature of the "imperial presidency" resulting from the formal powers given to 20 / 40
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the president and the lack of expertise in legislators, but the actuality might be different when we pay attention to a policy area where a zero-sum conflict would be expected. As long as a majority is required to legislate budgets, the president has rational reasons to forge consensus with the legislature: during the times of divided government, she needs to care about the opposition; and when the National Assembly elections approach, the president acts strategically by targeting electorally crucial districts. These strategies are all the more important in South Korea, where the high-level of party discipline in the legislature is maintained by party leaders' (and the president's) exclusive powers to allocate endorsements and public posts, coalitions in the legislative floor tend to be highly inflexible and rigid along the partisan lines, and competition tends to reflect struggles over material benefits. With all the municipalities throughout the country from 1990 to 2005, we have found that our panel estimations are in general confirmatory to both of our hypotheses.



Specifically, we have found that the



Korean president could exert influence over distributional spending patterns. When the South Korean president is in the divided government situation, she needs to care about the opposition, by cutting monetary benefits to his supporters – both voters and legislators. In an attempt to maximize the seat share of her party in the legislature, the president strategically allocates money to swing areas before the National Assembly elections. Concluding this essay, we provide research orientations going forward.



We believe that the



assumption that the president would pursue her own pet policies and therefore she would utilize her budget-making powers to avoid any legislative obstacles is a tenable one that would go beyond the case of South Korea.



With the right understanding of country-specific contexts, we could generate different



predictions about different presidential regimes.



We propose that there would be three variables that would



matter in determining which strategies the president would pursue in which ways. First, we argue that party discipline would matter.



In South Korea, the high-level party discipline



forced the president to deal with the opposition as a whole in the times of divided government; and therefore 21 / 40
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by giving concessions in distributive issues the president gained support from the opposition.



However,



where party discipline is low, legislators would be more flexible in making coalitions across party lines, giving the president more leverage in promoting her legislation. One consequence may be that the president would target more ideologically compatible legislators who are in more need of material patronages useful for their reelection. Second, we argue that electoral rules would matter. Under a plurality system as in South Korea, policymakers tend to value the benefits of selective goods to local districts for the credit-claiming purpose. This is one of the underlying motivations for the president to target certain districts and help her members win the election. However, if a country employs certain types of multi-member districts where legislators would have difficulties in claiming credit for public investment projects, then the president would have fewer incentives for targeting regions. In an extreme case, nation-wide closed-list PR would nearly completely discourage the president from politically manipulating distributive patterns for the electoral purpose (Carey and Shugart 1995). Third, the constitutional power would count. In South Korea, the president's influence is significance partly because she is able to do so, by wielding the budget-making and legislative powers defined by the constitution. However, the president may have to be much more accommodative if the legislative branch has relatively more powers than in the South Korean context.



Although none of the political



controls related to committees and individual legislators was significant in our results, these would be more significant in the US and other countries where legislators have much more influence in the policymaking process.



These variations in presidential regimes are in fact abundant. We have seen the rise of the



literature pointing to nuanced but important constitutional differences in presidential powers (Shugart and Carey 1992; Shugart and Mainwaring 1997; Tsebelis and Alemán 2005; Tsebelis and Rizova 2007) in Latin America, former communist countries, and elsewhere; but the distribution literature is only in its developmental phase for these countries. 22 / 40
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Appendix 1: On Mergers, Abolitions and Consolidations, and Separations of Municipalities In Korea, 139 municipalities experienced any of mergers, abolitions and consolidations, and separations from 1989 to 2005.



Those municipalities which experienced abolitions and consolidations and



separations are in Appendix Table 1. On merged municipalities.



Their observation ends in the year prior to the mergers and a new



observation of the merged unit starts from the year of the mergers.



For example, Gyeongju-si in



Gyeongsangbuk-do was merged with Gyoengju-gun in 1995. In this case, Gyeongju-si prior to 1995, Gyeongju-si after 1995, and Gyoengju-gun prior to 1995 are all regarded as separate units of analysis. On abolished and consolidated municipalities.



Their observation ends in the year prior to the



abolitions and consolidations and a new observation of the merged unit starts from the year of the abolitions and consolidations.



For example, Boryeong-si in Chungcheongnam-do was born in 1995 from the merger



of Dacheon-si and Seosan-gun. In this case, Boryeong-si started the observation in 1995 as a separate unit of analysis, while both Dacheon-si and Seosan-gun end the observation in 1994. On separated municipalities.



The original municipalities' observation ends in the year prior to the



separations, while the observation of the new municipalities starts from the year of the separations.



For



example, Yeonje-gu in Busan was born from part of Dongnae-gu in 1995. In this case, Yeonje-gu starts its observation from 1995, while Yeonje-gu prior to 1995 and Yeonje-gu after 1995 are regarded as separate units of analysis. The independent variables (the president's vote share and the number of presidential party members) reflect these transformations.



In the case of Gyeongju-si, the president's vote share for 1995-98



is calculated based on the combination of the incumbent president's votes in Gyeongju-si and Gyeongju-gun in the 1992 election. In the case of Yeonje-gu, the corresponding part of the incumbent president's votes in Dongnae-gu in the 1992 election is subtracted.
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Appendix 2: The Coding Rule for the Cases in which Multiple Municipalities Are Mixed up and then Divided into Multiple Districts In Korea, districting is based on administrative municipalities. for the National Assembly do not directly correspond to municipalities.



However, some of electoral districts As we noted in the essay, if a



district has multiple municipalities, then each of the municipalities is simply assumed to have a single common legislator. If a municipality contains multiple districts, then the municipality is assumed to have multiple legislators.



The case we have to discuss is what to do with multiple municipalities that are mixed up



and then divided into multiple districts. Those municipalities are listed in Appendix Table 2. Actually those are the cases in which a single municipality does not have enough residents to constitute an electoral district and thus a portion of neighboring municipality is added to form an electoral district.



For example, Gangseo-gu is a scarcely populated ward in Busan, and thus the election commission



added a portion of Buk-gu to Gangseo-gu to form a district dubbed "Buk-gu=Gangseo-gu Eul." Therefore we assume a legislator elected from Buk-gu=Gangseo-gu Eul to be accountable for both Buk-gu and Gangseo-gu. Similar adjustments are made to other municipalities.
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Other studies that use presidential candidates' vote shares as explanatory variables to estimate the



inter-governmental transfers include Treisman (1996) and Kwon (2005), but their theoretical underpinnings are not well specified. In interpreting their empirical finding – the U-shaped relationship between vote and money –, Horiuchi and Lee (2008) argue that South Korean presidents try to secure "graceful retirement" because they want to avoid the next government's discrediting them and investigation into political scandals, but such discrediting (and even investigation and prosecution) has been the norm in South Korea. 2



One caveat is that Latin American presidents often leverage their executive prerogatives (decree authority)



to by-pass the legislature; but these decrees are susceptible to a majority in the legislative body or decree authority is only granted by the consent of the legislature. 3



In total, 24 switched to the ruling coalition from the GNP in 1998. Of the 24, 18 got endorsements from



party leaders in the 2000 elections.



Of the 6 members who did not receive endorsements, one defected



from the ruling coalition before the 2000 elections to join the GNP; three got public posts, including the minister of labor; and two just restarted their private business. 4



Although not shown, KDJ run in the 1987 election and similarly gained 85-90% of votes in his regions.



5



The National Assembly passed the motion to impeach the President Roh Moo Hyun on March 13, 2004,



while the Constitutional Court deemed the move as invalid and ordered that the president should stay in office on May 14, 2004. 6



This is the fiscal year, whose budget is legislated in the end of the last calendar year.



7



The CPI data is from the National Statistical Office website (http://kosis.nso.go.kr/). Note that the CPI



index is available for metropolitan and large cities, but not for each municipality. Thus we used the CPI index of the cities representing each province: Suwon-si for Gyeonggi-do; Chuncheon-si for Gangwon-do; Cheongju-si for Chungcheonbuk-do; Daejeon-si for Chungcheonnam-do; Jeonju-si for Jeollabuk-do; Gwangju-si for Jeollanam-do; Daegu-si for Gyeongsangbuk-do; Masan-si for Gyeongsangnam-do; and Jeju-si for Jeju-do. 25 / 40
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We conducted necessary transformations on those municipalities which experienced mergers, abolitions,



and consolidations. 9



Districts can be divided into four categories: (1) a single municipality directly corresponds to a single



electoral district; (2) a municipality is divided into several districts; (3) several municipalities compose a single district; and (4) several municipalities are mixed up and then divided into several districts. For the type (2) municipalities, I combined districts to assume that one municipality has multiple legislators; for the type (3) municipalities, I assume different multiple municipalities have one single common legislator. For the type (4) districts, see the Appendix 2 for the coding rule. We also used different measures, for example the ratio of presidential party members in a given municipality (the number of presidential party members divided by the total number of legislators elected in the same municipality), but the number of presidential party members showed the best fit. 10



The president's strongholds tend to elect more presidential followers.



Thus we run separate models to



avoid the multicollinearity problem. 11



Party leaders include: Chongjae (party president); Daepyo (party representative); Chwego Wiwon (supreme



council member); Samu Chongjang (secretary-general); Jeongchaek Euijang (policy affairs council chair); and Wonnae Chongmu/Daepyo (party whip). 12



The constitutionally given deadline is sometime around early December, but since 2001 the deliberation



process has taken much longer time and usually the legislation of the budget cannot occur until late December.



Committee minutes are available at the Korean National Assembly website



(http://likms.assembly.go.kr/record/). 13



Excluding metropolitan cities from the sample does not change the results.
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Table 1: Presidential Candidates' Vote Shares, 1987 to 2002 1987 Election RTW KYS Seoul 29.43% 28.64% Busan 31.65% 55.18% Daegu 69.80% 23.97% Incheon 38.74% 29.53% Gwangju 4.77% 0.51% Daejeon 25.34% 21.66% Gyeonggi-do 40.66% 27.02% Gangwon-do 57.94% 25.50% Chungcheongbuk-do 45.67% 27.50% Chungcheongnam-do 25.50% 15.62% Jeollabuk-do 13.71% 1.46% Jeollanam-do 7.96% 1.12% Gyeongsangbuk-do 64.83% 27.51% Gyeongsangnam-do 40.38% 50.27% Jeju-do 48.47% 26.08% Standard Deviation 0.19 0.16



Margin 0.80% 23.53% 45.83% 9.21% 4.26% 3.68% 13.64% 32.43% 18.18% 9.88% 12.25% 6.83% 37.32% 9.90% 22.39% 0.13



1992 Election KYS KDJ 35.99% 37.31% 72.65% 12.41% 58.86% 7.73% 36.76% 31.32% 2.11% 95.12% 34.69% 28.33% 35.80% 31.50% 40.79% 15.24% 37.53% 25.55% 36.15% 27.94% 5.61% 88.01% 4.15% 91.07% 63.57% 9.45% 71.46% 9.13% 39.32% 32.38% 0.22 0.30



Margin 1.32% 60.24% 51.13% 5.44% 93.01% 6.36% 4.30% 25.54% 11.98% 8.21% 82.40% 86.92% 54.12% 62.34% 6.94% 0.34



1997 Election 2002 Election KDJ LHC Margin RMH LHC Margin Seoul 44.30% 40.40% 3.90% 51.00% 44.70% 6.30% Busan 15.10% 52.60% 37.50% 29.60% 66.30% 36.60% Daegu 12.40% 71.70% 59.30% 18.50% 77.10% 58.60% Incheon 38.00% 35.90% 2.10% 49.50% 44.30% 5.20% Gwangju 96.30% 1.70% 94.60% 94.70% 3.60% 91.10% Daejeon 44.40% 28.80% 15.60% 54.70% 39.50% 15.20% Ulsan 15.20% 50.70% 35.50% 35.00% 52.40% 17.50% Gyeonggi-do 38.70% 35.00% 3.70% 50.30% 43.90% 6.40% Gangwon-do 23.30% 42.40% 19.10% 40.90% 51.80% 10.80% Chungcheongbuk-do 36.70% 30.20% 6.50% 49.80% 42.40% 7.40% Chungcheongnam-do 47.20% 23.00% 24.20% 51.40% 40.60% 10.80% Jeollabuk-do 90.70% 4.50% 86.20% 90.70% 6.10% 84.60% Jeollanam-do 92.90% 3.10% 89.80% 92.20% 4.60% 87.60% Gyeongsangbuk-do 13.40% 60.60% 47.20% 21.30% 72.20% 50.90% Gyeongsangnam-do 10.80% 54.00% 43.20% 26.70% 66.60% 39.90% Jeju-do 39.80% 35.90% 3.90% 55.30% 39.40% 15.90% Standard Deviation 0.29 0.2 0.32 0.24 0.23 0.31 Note: RTW = Roh Tae Woo, KYS = Kim Young Sam, KDJ = Kim Dae Jung, LHC = Lee Hoi Chang, RMH = Roh Moo Hyun
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Table 2: National Assembly Election Results 1988 DJP PPD RDP Seoul 10 17 10 Busan 1 0 14 Daegu 8 0 0 Incheon 6 0 1 Gwangju 0 5 0 Daejeon Gyeonggi-do 16 1 4 Gangwon-do 8 0 3 Chungcheongbuk-do 7 0 0 Chungcheongnam-do 2 0 2 Jeollabuk-do 0 14 0 Jeollanam-do 0 17 0 Gyeongsangbuk-do 17 0 2 Gyeongsangnam-do 12 0 9 Jeju-do 0 0 1 PR 38 16 13



NDRP 3 0 0 0 0 6 1 2 13 0 0 2 0 0 8



Others 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 2



1992 DLP 16 15 8 5 0 1 18 8 6 7 2 0 14 16 0 31



DP 25 0 0 1 6 2 8 0 1 1 12 19 0 0 0 23



UPP 2 0 2 0 0 0 5 4 2 4 0 0 2 3 0 7



Others 1 1 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 5 4 3



1996 2000 NKP NCNP ULD Others GNP MDP ULD Others Seoul 27 18 0 2 17 28 0 0 Busan 21 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 Daegu 2 0 8 3 11 0 0 0 Incheon 9 0 0 0 5 6 0 0 Gwangju 0 6 0 0 0 5 0 0 Daejeon 0 0 7 0 1 2 3 1 Gyeonggi-do 18 10 5 5 18 22 1 0 Gangwon-do 9 0 2 2 3 5 0 1 Chungcheongbuk-do 2 0 5 1 3 2 2 0 Chungcheongnam-do 1 0 12 0 0 4 6 1 Jeollabuk-do 1 13 0 0 0 9 0 1 Jeollanam-do 0 17 0 0 0 11 0 2 Gyeongsangbuk-do 11 0 2 6 16 0 0 0 Gyeongsangnam-do 17 0 0 6 20 0 0 1 Jeju-do 3 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 PR 18 13 9 6 21 19 5 1 Note: DJP = Democratic Justice Party; PPD = Party for Peaceful Democracy; RDP = Reunification Democratic Party; NDRP = New Democratic Republican Party; DLP = Democratic Liberal Party; DP = Democratic Party; UPP = Unification People's Party; NKP = New Korea Party; NCNP = National Congress for New Politics; ULD = United Liberal Democrats; GNP = Grand National Party; MDP = Millennium Democratic Party.
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Table 3: Summary Statistics Obs Total Subsidies per capita (log) 3,784 President's Vote Share 3,784



Mean 12.39 0.082



S.D. 1.20 0.24



Min 7.02 -0.39



Vote Margin



3,784



0.32



0.28



0.000027 0.95



Presidential Members



3,784



0.64



0.64



0



4



Average Number of Terms Former Leader and/or Minister Pork Committee Membership Budget Committee Membership Dependency Density Family Members Agricultural Land Fiscal Capacity Bond Dependency Metropolitan



3,784 3,784 3,784 3,784 3,784 3,784 3,784 3,784 3,784 3,784 3,784



2.12 0.30 0.37 0.22 0.42 2.80 3.16 0.20 0.41 0.028 0.28



1.23 0.46 0.48 0.41 0.062 0.90 0.38 0.12 0.19 0.051 0.45



0 0 0 0 0.26 1.26 2.25 0 0.078 0 0



9 1 1 1 0.64 5.09 5.37 0.66 0.99 0.76 1
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Expected Sign - (When interacted with Divided Government dummy) - (When interacted with Before NA Election dummy) - (When interacted with Divided Government dummy)
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Table 4: Tests for Greasing-the-Wheel Strategy Fixed-Effect, Clustering on Municipality Lagged DV 0.38*** (0.019) President's Vote Share 0.056** (0.024) Presidential Members Divided Government President's Vote Share * Divided Government Presidential Members * Divided Government Average Number of Terms Former Leader and/or Minister Pork Committee Membership Budget Committee Membership Dependency Density Family Members Agricultural Land Fiscal Capacity Bond Dependency Metropolitan 1999



0.089*** (0.023) -0.17*** (0.040)



Fixed-Effect, Clustering on Municipality 0.38*** (0.018) 0.037*** (0.010) 0.046*** (0.014)



Obs 3784 3784 2 Adjusted R (Overall) 0.88 0.88 Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Period dummies not shown.
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Fixed-Effect, AR(1) Error Adjustment



0.028 (0.035)



-0.054*** (0.018) -0.0040 (0.0065) -0.0032 (0.016) 0.0047 (0.011) 0.0071 (0.012) -0.82*** (0.24) -0.81*** (0.14) -0.39*** (0.060) 0.21 (0.53) -1.74*** (0.14) -0.80*** (0.19) -0.040 (0.044) 0.079*** (0.024)



-0.0044 (0.0064) 0.0015 (0.015) 0.0058 (0.011) 0.0070 (0.012) -0.80*** (0.24) -0.81*** (0.14) -0.41*** (0.061) 0.20 (0.53) -1.74*** (0.14) -0.79*** (0.19) -0.041 (0.044) 0.080*** (0.024)



Fixed-Effect, AR(1) Error Adjustment



0.10*** (0.026) -0.15*** (0.050) 0.0000032 (0.0073) -0.014 (0.015) 0.0053 (0.013) 0.0044 (0.011) -1.51*** (0.30) -0.70*** (0.13) -1.09*** (0.052) 0.048 (0.45) -2.43*** (0.097) -1.18*** (0.13) 0.24 (0.15) 0.047** (0.022)



0.014 (0.012) 0.056*** (0.017) -0.036* (0.021) 0.000077 (0.0073) -0.017 (0.019) 0.0051 (0.013) 0.0043 (0.010) -1.51*** (0.30) -0.70*** (0.13) -1.09*** (0.052) 0.021 (0.45) -2.42*** (0.097) -1.18*** (0.13) 0.24 (0.15) 0.045** (0.022)



3784 3784 0.73 0.73 ***p
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Table 5: Tests for Regional-Targeting Strategy Fixed-Effect, Fixed-Effect, Clustering on Clustering on Municipality Municipality Lagged DV 0.36*** 0.36*** (0.017) (0.017) Vote Margin -0.068 (0.044) President's Vote Share -0.0086 (0.045) Before NA Election -0.095*** -0.12*** (0.017) (0.013) Vote Margin * -0.075*** Before NA Election (0.030) President's Vote Share * 0.013 Before NA Election (0.036) Average Number of -0.0053 -0.0066 Terms (0.0063) (0.0065) Former Leader and/or 0.0073 0.0088 Minister (0.015) (0.016) Pork Committee 0.0055 0.0063 Membership (0.011) (0.011) Budget Committee 0.0047 0.0069 Membership (0.012) (0.012) Dependency -0.61*** -0.58*** (0.23) (0.24) Density -0.92*** -0.89*** (0.15) (0.14) Family Members -0.23*** -0.22*** (0.063) (0.064) Agricultural Land 0.59 0.57 (0.54) (0.53) Fiscal Capacity -1.69*** -1.69*** (0.14) (0.14) Bond Dependency -0.70*** -0.70*** (0.19) (0.19) Metropolitan -0.11*** -0.075** (0.039) (0.036) 1999 0.12*** 0.12*** (0.020) (0.021)



Fixed-Effect, Clustering on Municipality 0.36*** (0.017) -0.093* (0.050) 0.014 (0.035) -0.092*** (0.017) -0.086*** (0.031) 0.014 (0.035) -0.0046 (0.0064) 0.0069 (0.015) 0.0071 (0.011) 0.0056 (0.012) -0.63*** (0.23) -0.92*** (0.15) -0.22*** (0.063) 0.62 (0.53) -1.69*** (0.14) -0.70*** (0.19) -0.10*** (0.041) 0.12*** (0.021)



Fixed-Effect, AR(1) Error Adjustment



Fixed-Effect, AR(1) Error Adjustment



-0.037 (0.053) -0.076*** (0.016) -0.068** (0.033) -0.0022 (0.0072) -0.0014 (0.019) 0.0043 (0.013) 0.0032 (0.011) -1.36*** (0.29) -0.86*** (0.13) -0.81*** (0.059) 0.58 (0.45) -2.31*** (0.097) -1.06*** (0.13) 0.19 (0.15) 0.052** (0.022)



0.018 (0.012) -0.097*** (0.012) -0.0033 (0.041) -0.0031 (0.0072) -0.00079 (0.019) 0.0044 (0.013) 0.0042 (0.011) -1.34*** (0.29) -0.85*** (0.13) -0.81*** (0.059) 0.55 (0.45) -2.32*** (0.097) -1.08*** (0.13) 0.21 (0.15) 0.051** (0.022)



Fixed-Effect, AR(1) Error Adjustment -0.058 (0.058) 0.036 (0.043) -0.077*** (0.016) -0.065* (0.035) -0.013 (0.044) -0.0019 (0.0072) -0.0029 (0.019) 0.0044 (0.013) 0.0034 (0.011) -1.38*** (0.29) -0.87*** (0.13) -0.81*** (0.059) 0.60 (0.45) -2.31*** (0.097) -1.06*** (0.13) 0.19 (0.15) 0.052** (0.022)



Obs 3784 3784 3784 3784 3784 3784 Adjusted R2 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.80 0.79 0.80 Note: Standard errors in parentheses. Period dummies not shown. ***p
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Figure 1: Regional Distribution in Korea, 2005 (Total Subsidies per capita in Million Won) Hwacheon-gun (Gangwon-do) Yangyang-gun (Gangwon-do) Gapyeong-gun (Gyeonggi-do) Goseong-gun (Gyeongsangnam-do) Bonghwa-gun (Gyeongsangbuk-do) Ganghwa-gun (Incheon) Cheorwon-gun (Gangwon-do) Namwon-si (Jeollabuk-do) Seogwipo-si (Jeju-do) Yesan-gun (Chungcheongnam-do) Yeongju-si (Gyeongsangbuk-do) Gimcheon-si (Gyeongsangbuk-do) Icheon-si (Gyeonggi-do) Jinju-si (Gyeongsangnam-do) Gimhae-si (Gyeongsangnam-do) Pohang-si (Gyeongsangbuk-do) Dong-gu (Daejeon) Masan-si (Gyeongsangnam-do) Gangbuk-gu (Seoul) Buk-gu (Gwangju) Geumcheon-gu (Seoul) Suwon-si (Gyeonggi-do) Nowon-gu (Seoul) Guro-gu (Seoul) Nam-gu (Ulsan) Seocho-gu (Seoul)
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Appendix Table 1 Year 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 2003 2003 1995 1995 1995 2003 2003 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1998 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995



Municipalities Seongdong-gu Gwangjin-gu Gangbuk-gu Dobong-gu Guro-gu Geumcheon-gu Dongnae-gu Nam-gu Buk-gu Yeonje-gu Suyeong-gu Sasang-gu Gijang-gun Nam-gu Yeonsu-gu Seo-gu Nam-gu Pyeongtaek-si Chuncheon-si Wonju-si Gangneung-si Samcheok-si Chungju-si Jecheon-si Goesan-gun Jeungpyeong-gun Cheonan-si Gongju-si Seosan-si Nonsan-si Gyeryong-si Gunsan-si Iksan-si Jeongeup-si Namwon-si Gimje-si Yeosu-si Suncheon-si Naju-si Pohang-si Gyeongju-si Gimcheon-si Andong-si



City/Province Seoul Seoul Seoul Seoul Seoul Seoul Busan Busan Busan Busan Busan Busan Busan Incheon Incheon Gwangju Gwangju Gyeonggi-do Gangwon-do Gangwon-do Gangwon-do Gangwon-do Chungcheongbuk-do Chungcheongbuk-do Chungcheongbuk-do Chungcheongbuk-do Chungcheongnam-do Chungcheongnam-do Chungcheongnam-do Chungcheongnam-do Chungcheongnam-do Jeollabuk-do Jeollabuk-do Jeollabuk-do Jeollabuk-do Jeollabuk-do Jeollanam-do Jeollanam-do Jeollanam-do Gyeongsangbuk-do Gyeongsangbuk-do Gyeongsangbuk-do Gyeongsangbuk-do



Separated Gwangjin-gu Born from Seondgond-gu Born from Dobong-gu Separated Gangbuk-gu Separated Geumcheon-gu Born from Guro-gu Separated Yeonje-gu Separated Suyoeng-gu Separated Sasang-gu Born from Dongnae-gu Born from Nam-gu Born from Buk-gu Born from Yangsan-gun Separated Yeonsu-gu Born from Nam-gu Separated Nam-gu Born from Seo-gu Merged with Songtan-si and Pyeongtaeg-gun Merged with Chuncheon-gun Merged with Wonju-gun Merged with Myeongju-gun Merged with Samcheok-gun Merged with Chungwon-gun Merged with Jecheon-gun Separated Jeongpyeong-gun Born from Goesan-gun Merged with Cheonan-gun Merged with Gongju-gun Merged with Seosan-gun Separated Gyeryong-si Born from Nonsan-si Merged with Oggu-gun Merged with Igsan-gun Merged with Jeongeup-gun Merged with Namwon-gun Merged with Gimje-gun Merged with Yeochon-gun Merged with Seungju-gun Merged with Naju-gun Merged with Yoengil-gun Merged with Gyeongju-gun Merged with Geumleung-gun Merged with Andong-gun 33 / 40
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1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995 1995



Gumi-si Yeongju-si Yeongcheon-si Sangju-si Gyeongsan-si Changwon-si Masan-si Jinju-si Gimhae-si Miryang-si Ulsan-si Yangsan-gun



Gyeongsangbuk-do Gyeongsangbuk-do Gyeongsangbuk-do Gyeongsangbuk-do Gyeongsangbuk-do Gyeongsangnam-do Gyeongsangnam-do Gyeongsangnam-do Gyeongsangnam-do Gyeongsangnam-do Gyeongsangnam-do Gyeongsangnam-do



Merged with Sonsan-gun Merged with Yongpung-gun Merged with Yoengcheon-gun Merged with Sangju-gun Merged with Gyeongsan-gun Merged with part of Changwon-gun Merged with Geoje-gun and part of Changwon-gun Merged with Jinyang-gun Merged with Gimhae-gun Merged with Miryang-gun Merged with Ulsan-gun Separate Gijang-gun



Appendix Table 2 Year 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2004 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 1996 1996 1996 1996 1996 1996 1996 1996



Legislator(s) elected at this (these) district(s)… Buk-gu=Gangseo-gu Gap Buk-gu=Gangseo-gu Eul Haeundae-gu=Gijang-gun Gap Haeundae-gu=Gijang-gun Eul Seo-gu=Ganghwa-gun Gap Seo-gu=Ganghwa-gun Eul Pohang-si Nam-gu=Ulleung-gun Jeju-si=Bukjeju-gun Gap Jeju-si=Bukjeju-gun Eul Buk-gu=Gangseo-gu Gap Buk-gu=Gangseo-gu Eul Haeundae-gu= Gijang-gun Gap Haeundae-gu= Gijang-gun Eul Seo-gu=Ganghwa-gun Gap Seo-gu=Ganghwa-gun Eul Pohang-si Nam-gu=Ulleung-gun Buk-gu=Gangseo-gu Gap Buk-gu=Gangseo-gu Eul Haeundae-gu= Gijang-gun Gap Haeundae-gu= Gijang-gun Eul Gyeyang-gu=Ganghwa-gun Gap Gyeyang-gu=Ganghwa-gun Eul Mokpo-si=Sinan-gun Eul Pohang-si Nam-gu=Ulleung-gun



In this city/province… Busan Busan Busan Busan Incheon Incheon Gyeongsangbuk-do Jeju-do Jeju-do Busan Busan Busan Busan Incheon Incheon Gyeongsangbuk-do Busan Busan Busan Busan Incheon Incheon Jeollanam-do Gyeongsangbuk-do
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Should be accountable for this (these) municipality(ies) Buk-gu Buk-gu, Gangseo-gu Haeundae-gu Gijang-gun, Haeundae-gu Seo-gu Seo-gu, Ganghwa-gun Pohang-si, Ulleung-gun Jeju-si Jeju-si, Bukjeju-gun Buk-gu Buk-gu, Gangseo-gu Haeundae-gu Haeundae-gu, Gijang-gun Seo-gu Seo-gu, Ganghwa-gun Pohang-si, Ulleung-gun Buk-gu Buk-gu, Gangseo-gu Haeundae-gu Haeundae-gu, Gijang-gun Gyeyang-gu Gyeyang-gu, Ganghwa-gun Mokpo-si, Sinan-gun Pohang-si, Ulleung-gun
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